
Welcome!
After a couple of months of silence, JUNGLE EXPRESS is back again. This newsletter is 
aimed at bringing out news and events related to species conservation work of WWF-
India. 
We are also in the process of setting up a mailer system so that the JUNGLE EXPRESS 
could be sent by e-mail. Therefore, we would very much appreciate if you could pass on 
the e-mail addresses of anyone for whom, the JUNGLE EXPRESS might be of interest.

I hope you find this issue of JUNGLE EXPRESS interesting and any feedback, comments 
and suggestions are, of course welcome.

Sujoy Banerjee
Director, Species Conservation
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In April of 2008 when trucks carrying two wild Indian rhi-
nos arrived at the Manas National Park, the long awaited 
moment of homecoming came to end. Manas NP saw the 
first glimpse of rhinos after a painful gap of 18 years. 

The vision to bring back rhinos to all its old homes in 
Assam was finally put into action through the Indian 
Rhino Vision 2020 (IRV 2020) Programme. The first lucky 
rhinos were two males from Pobitora Wildlife Sanctuary. 
As a part of this ambitious project, the Government of 
Assam and conservation groups will work to translocate 
up to 20 rhinos to the park over the year from their 
homes in both Kaziranga NP and Pobitora WLS and finally 
seek to build a 3,000 strong population distributed over 
seven protected areas in Assam and Northeast India.
The last two years have seen extensive engagement of 

the Department of Forest and Environment, Government 
of Assam, along with its partners the WWF, International 
Rhino Foundation and the US Fish and Wildlife Services 
in reconstructing Manas NP.

Manas : Regaining lost glory
Lying in the foothills of the Himalayas on the Indo-
Bhutan border, Manas National Park is known for its 
breathtaking scenery and wildlife, and is a World 
Heritage Site. Home to the Tiger, Pygmy Hog and Golden 
Langur as well as Elephants, Wild Buffalo and Indian 
Bison, once it was common to see its native, the Indian 
Rhino too. (contd.)

(contd.)  
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But the glory of Manas was damaged by a violent local 
ethnic conflict in the 1990s. An armed struggle caused 
massive upheaval and destruction of the Park’s infra-
structure, including destruction of anti-poaching camps, 
roads and bridges and killing of forest staff. Manas NP 
a World Heritage Site since 1985, was declared ‘in dan-
ger’. The last rhino in Manas disappeared in 1996. And 
with the disappearance of the endangered pachyderm, it 
was on the brink of being de-listed.  
     
Pobitora : A sanctuary with no room for more 
rhinos
The burgeoning numbers of these endangered prehis-
toric-looking animals crowded into Pobitora in Northeast 
India is, according to conservationists, a huge achieve-
ment and the result of strong anti-poaching legislation 
and active community engagement.

“Not a single rhino has been poached here in the last 
two years,” says Divisional Forest Officer in-charge of 
Pobitora. “We couldn’t have done it without public sup-
port”. Pobitora now boasts the highest density of rhinos 
in the world, with more than 80 rhinos in less than 
18 square kilometers of rhino habitat. For the rhinos 
selected to be moved to their new home in Manas, IRV 
2020 carries high hopes: The programme hopes to less-
en pressure for food and space in both Kaziranga and 
Pobitora; to reduce the straying of rhinos into nearby 
villages; and to help rejuvenate Manas National Park.

Moving a two-tonne rhino
Moving a rhino is no easy task. It required months of 
planning and careful staging, like a piece of theatre 
involving a cast of hundreds. A Task Force was initially 

created to over see the work of IRV 2020. It also cre-
ated a Translocation Core Committee with Mr BS Bonal, 
COO Wildlife, as its Chief. The TCC made elaborate 
plans required to move the rhinos.

To begin with, the rhinos were carefully identified for 
translocation: those that are young and healthy to be 
founder stock for the new population. These chosen rhi-
nos were tracked for months and when the time came, 
they were driven to a place where they could be tran-
quilised. Trained domestic elephants and their mahouts, 
were asked to ‘shepherd’ the rhinos to an area. Once 
darted and tranquillised by the Veterinary Officer, in-
tensive care was taken by a team of veterinary doctors, 
to monitor the condition of the rhino. Radio collared, 
the rhinos were rolled to a specially built sledge which 
then was pulled into the crates by a bulldozer. The trap 
doors of the crates were closed and then the tran-
quilised rhinos were revived. Large cranes moved the 
crates into the trucks, ready for the journey to Manas. 
Over the last few months, roads from Pobitora to Manas 
were mended, and bridges rebuilt in preparation for this 
historic journey.

At their release into Manas, the rhinos were greeted like 
film stars. “We will patrol the park day and night. Even 
if we don’t have food, we will take our water bottles,” 
pledges local forest guard Dhan Chandra Doley. “We are 
ready to look after the rhinos, whatever it takes.” This 
is a sign that their park and their way of life may be on 
the rise. 
Thanks to the Indian Rhino Vision 2020, wild rhinos will 
once again roam the wilderness of Manas National Park.

 

“We will patrol the park 
day and night. Even if 
we don’t have food, we 
will take our water bot-
tles,” pledges local for-
est guard Dhan Chandra 
Doley.              
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TIGEr wAll oF HoPE
let thiS not be their laSt imPreSSion.

WWF-India announced the partnership for tiger 
conservation with Nokia India, at the successful 
launch of a unique, groundbreaking drive – ‘The 
Tiger Wall of Hope’, on 18th May ’08.

Amidst the presence of eminent personalities and 
extensive media, the event marked the unveiling of 
the ‘Tiger Wall of Hope’ by Ms. Priya Dutt, Member 
of Parliament. Created out of original pugmarks 
embedded in plaster of Paris and encased in acrylic, 
these tablets were taken by forest officers for cen-
sus purposes. The event was successful in bringing 
concerned citizens to join hands in saving the Tiger.
During the event, a panel discussion was also or-
ganized that deliberated on various factors respon-

sible for the depleting tiger population in India and 
the role various sections of the society need to 
play. The panelists were Mr. Ravi Singh-Secretary 
General and CEO, WWF–India, Mr. D Shivakumar 
– Vice President & Country Managing Director 
Nokia India, leading industrialist – Mr. Jamshed N 
Godrej, Member of Parliament – Ms. Priya Dutt, 
actors from the Indian film fraternity – Mr. Vivek 
Oberoi, Mr. John Abraham and Dr. Anuj Saxena. 
Eminent filmstar Mr. Farooque Shaikh moderated 
the panel discussion.
This is the first time ever that WWF has been 
able to bring people from a medium as effective 
as the Indian film industry. Many actors like John 
Abraham, Vivek Oberoi and other contemporary 
actors committed to work with WWF to generate 
awareness for the dying Tigers of India.  
As a part of the association, Nokia and WWF-India 
will work towards providing education for sustain-
able development, increasing awareness on tiger 
conservation and identifying alternative livelihood 
programmes for the villagers around ‘National 

Protected Areas’ such as the Ranthambore National 
Park.
The project will also look at some of the critical 
issues that South Western Ghats are facing today, 
including biodiversity loss and human-wildlife 
conflict.
This awareness drive will move to Delhi and 
Chennai too. The eternal pugmarks have created 
immense interest amongst the people who are 
keeping them as souvenirs.
‘Tiger Wall of Hope’ took the issue of Tigers right in 
to the heart of people and now it seems that they 
have a chance to make it.
       

Many actors like John 
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minimize 
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WorkShoP for foreSt officerS on 
human-elePhant conflict 
management. 

The mitigation strategy (Sonitpur model) adopted by 
WWF India in collaboration with the Forest Department 
of Assam has proved to be greatly successful in mini-
mizing the conflict related loss, both to humans and 
elephants. 

On the request of the Director Project Elephant, MoEF, 
a workshop was organized from 29th February to 2nd 
March in Bhalukpong, Assam to replicate this model in 
the states of Orissa, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh and 
Chattisgarh, areas affected by Human-Elephant conflict.
The purpose of the workshop was to discuss and learn 
from the Sonitpur model, to share experiences, highlight 
best practices and understand limitations. Emphasis was 
given to the designing and implementation of a field 
based conflict mitigation strategy involving the Forest 
Department and community based anti-depredation 
squad and to the role of domestic elephants.

orientation Program for Staff of 
indian railWayS

A day long orientation programme (24th May ’08) on 
Elephant Behaviour was organized in Lumding for the 
frontline staff of the Indian railways under Divisional 
Office, NF Railway. The discussions centered around 
the section from Guwahati to Dimapur. Organised 
jointly with GHAROA, an NGO based in Lumding and 
the Assam Forest Department, the aim of the workshop 
was to generate awareness to minimize train accidents 
involving elephants, which has become a serious issue 
in Assam.    
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 Joining hands
 Indo-nepal trans-border talks on   

 biodiversity conservation.

The compelling need to safeguard the biodiversity of the 
Terai Arc Landscape brought the Indian and Nepalese Forest 
Department officials together on 15th May ’08 at Tanakpur. 
Chief Warden and Assistant Warden from Shuklaphata 

National Park, DFO- Kanchapur, Chief Buffer Zone 
Council, members from the Western Terai Landscape 
Complex Project, members of Community Forestry 
from the Terai region, Nepal, participated. From 
India, officials from the Haldwani Forest Division, 
Terai East Forest Division, Champawat Forest 
Division and Pithoragarh Forest Division attended 
the workshop. The head of Van-Panchayat from vil-
lages of Haldwani Forest Division, Champawat Forest 
Division, villagers from Ramnagar along with WWF 
staff members from Pilibhit office also attended the 
workshop.

The talks helped the officials to better understand bio-
diversity conservation, initiate discussions on concerns 
in the buffer areas of Indo-Nepal territory, to design 
a common strategy to overcome problems of poach-
ing and resource dependence and other conservation 
related issues. The Forest officials from both sides felt 
the need to sign an agreement to check the illegal 
wood trade and to form a joint patrolling team to stop 
poaching and wildlife trade. It was also decided that 
controlled grazing and livestock management was also 
needed.

 © Sameer/ wwF-India.
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hunting
the hunters 

effortS of WWf to Save the 
Wildlife from organized crime.

rhino emergency in aSSam
WWF-India has been extremely concerned with the 
recent incidents of Rhino poaching in Assam and Nepal. 
Five Rhinos have been poached in Assam and one in 
Nepal within a short period (from end of February and 
early March). Three of the Rhinos poached in India are 
from the Rajiv Gandhi Orang National Park while two 
were poached from Kaziranga. 

The situation of the Indian Rhino remains precarious as 
global market pressures continue to push the demand 
for Rhino horns. 

Kaziranga National Park, as per official records, lost 16 
rhinos in 2007 to poachers and another four Rhinos 
were poached till February 2008. After a lull, the 
poachers hit again, killing a calf along with its mother 
on April 28 ‘08. This disturbing news came soon 
after the incidents of poaching in Rajiv Gandhi Orang 
National Park which seems to have become a soft tar-
get for poachers. 

This spate of killing has not left Nepal alone either - 
where 5 Rhinos have been poached since January ‘08.

According to reports available, the first attempt to 
remove a horn in Orang (in the middle of the night on 
20th April ‘08) failed because of the quick response by 
forest guards. A rhino was lost though. As this attempt 
was ‘unsuccessful’, the second poaching event took 
place the very next day which also failed due to the 

swift action of the forest guards. After a breather, the 
poachers struck again on April 28 ‘08, and took away 
the horn. This shows the determination of poachers 
and the organisational support that is enabling them 
to carry out such strikes in quick succession. 

Worried, WWF’s Secretary General  and CEO, Ravi 
Singh wrote to the Government of India and the 
Government of Assam. An elaborate press release was 
also made on 1st May ‘08 urging the government to 
react quickly to the increased threat of Rhino poach-
ing. (contd.)
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(contd.)
Following this appeal, in the second week of May, fund-
ing commitments were secured from the WWF network 
for meeting the challenge. The government of Assam 
responded by bringing in a new Park Warden with 
experience in anti-poaching work in Kaziranga and four 
additional range officers were posted in Kaziranga to 
assist the park management. Later WWF India provid-
ed search lights, one anti-poaching vehicle, essential 
emergency supplies, clearing tracks and improving pa-
trolling efforts, temporary camps for the monsoon pe-
riod and one four wheel drive vehicle. After this effort, 
on 25th May one poacher was apprehended in Orang 
and on the 30th May seven poachers were apprehend-
ed in the North Bank after a person was apprehended 
in Kaziranga. On the 1st of June, two more poachers 
were caught with a 303 rifle in Orang. More leads on 
poachers are being tracked. With funding available for 
anti-poaching activities, TRAFFIC is now in action. The 
only bad news is about the natural death of a Rhino in 
Kaziranga. Its carcass was found in Agartoli range and 
cause of death was established after autopsy.   

Strategic SuPPort Provided to 
SatPura-maikal landScaPe
Tigers of the Satpua-Maikal landscape might just feel 
a little less heat after WWF provided much needed 
support to the Forest Department, for their protec-
tion. Vehicles including motorbikes and wireless 
equipment and metal detectors (to detect traps laid 
by poachers) were given. To strengthen the pa-
trolling efforts of the forest guards, essentials like 
bicycles, iron beds and mosquito nets were also 
provided.

Cutting the water shortage short, seventeen bore 
wells were dug in the extremely important tiger habi-
tats and corridors of Seoni and Balaghat districts. 
Cemented troughs to serve as water holes are also 
being constructed. 
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Living the right way
SuStainable ShrimP farming at 
bermajur.

To reduce the impact on the environment and pres-
ent a real livelihood opportunity, WWF has started 
to support farming of shrimp in Bermajur-I Gram 
Panchayat under Sandeshkhali-II Development 
Block of the Sundarbans. Scaling up efforts to 
reduce people’s footprint and reduce the demand of 
wild shrimp post larvae (PL), farming process with 
certified hatchery seeds was demonstrated. 

Joygopalpur Youth Development Centre (JYDC) of 
Sandeshkhali was identified as a local partner and 
an MoU was signed with them. JYDC is responsible 
for overall supervision of various field activities, 
facilitation and resource mobilization. 
Four local aqua-farmers were identified by JYDC 
to participate in the demonstration of sustainable 
shrimp farming in their farms. An expert was hired 
to help the participating aqua-farmers with technical 
inputs and prepare ponds. The participants visited 
the Orissa Shrimp Seed Production Supply and 
Research Centre (OSSPARC) to see hatchery opera-
tions and the quality of the hatchery seeds. Certified 
(PCR tested) hatchery shrimp PL (1.25 lakh) was 
purchased and brought from OSSPARC. The cost 

of the shrimp PL was shared between WWF-India 
and participating aqua-farmers. The seeds were then 
stocked in the nursery ponds of the four aqua-farm-
ers for 20 days and then transferred to the respective 
grow-out ponds, depending on overall performance 
(condition of farms, shrimp size and activity).

Looking at the success and the importance of this 
project, National Centre for Sustainable Shrimp 
Farming (NaCSA) also decided to join forces with 
WWF-India. This is a significant step towards increas-
ing this project’s reach.
 
Shrimp farming under this demonstration project is in 
its advanced stage. The results have been encourag-
ing and the aqua-farmers are already convinced of a 
lucrative future. The word of prosperity is spreading 
across.

  

 

© Anurag Danda, wwF India.
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Wild walk
an exPoSure triP 
of the villagerS 
of SatPura-maikal 
landScaPe to rajaji 
national Park.

What if you were told that your home is not yours 
anymore? And that you’ll have to move out. Maybe 
to another city? You are going to be angry. Maybe 
hysterical. And that’s what the villagers of Satpuda-
Maikal landscape (SML) would be if they were to be 
forced to be out of their homes. 

But the Van Gujjars from the Rajaji NP are smiling. 
Even after relocation. So, to make the villagers of 
SML see the brighter side of relocation, WWF facili-
tated an exchange visit for them to meet the Van 
Gujjars, who had happily moved out of the Rajaji NP.

The reason of success story of the relocation of the 
Van Gujjars was the meticulous planning, manage-
ment and implementation of the relocation process. 
The villagers of SML were explained by the Forest 
Department officials of how they would go about do-
ing it the same way as it was done for the Gujjars. 
Then the visitors were taken to the Chilla Sanctuary, 
the area from where the Gujjars had been relocated 
and how it had recovered. The next stop was the 
Pathri village, where the relocated families were liv-
ing in harmony with nature. 

This initiative also included a transparent interaction 
between the villagers. The visitors were even briefed 
by the head of Pathri village and he gave them the 
full account of their experience and how content they 
were with the relocation process. 

Forest fragmentation, encroachment of forest land, 
dwindling prey species and other factors are bring-
ing the animals out of their homes. Right into human 
settlements. WWF is undertaking some important 
measures to save many important lives. And this was 
one of them. Hopefully people and animals would soon 
live in peace.
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Under our
fold

neW initiativeS to 
Save the lionS of gir, 
SnoW leoPardS of 
himachal PradeSh 
and uttarakhand 
and incluSion of 
more areaS under our 
tiger conServation 
Programme.

all’S not Well in gir               

The only population of Asiatic Lions in Gir PA is a 
threatened lot today. The big cats are falling into 
deep wells and dying. After hard conservation work, 
Lions are dying a sad death.

The statistics are alarming, from 2001-02 till the last 
quarter of 2007, 48 incidents of lions dying after fall-
ing into wells were reported. Of the 48, 25 lions died 
and 24 were rescued. These are reported incidences 
and do not include unreported or undetected ones. 
And no respite is expected any time soon. With the 
parched land looking forward to having more wells, 
from 9,000 in 2004 to 10,000 by the end of 2007, 
lions are living on the edge. 

Spread over an area of 1,412 sq. km, Gir houses 360 
lions, up from 11 at the beginning of the last cen-
tury. Fighting for space in harsh conditions, lions are 
being forced to move out and they are now spilling 
into human settlements. The result is frightening- 
around 100 lions live outside the PA and they are now 
coming in direct conflict with people. Due to cattle 
attacks, lions are being poached in retaliation. And 
while chasing their prey or when being chased out by 
humans when spotted, unsuspecting animals fall into 
deep, dangerous wells. 

WWF has now taken up the issue of conservation of 
Lions and undertook a two-day study to assess the 

wells in the East and West of Gir. Though some efforts 
were made by the villagers to protect the wells, but 
they haven’t been very successful. WWF has so far 
supported the barricading of 85 wells in the area and 
work for another 65 is in progress.  

Eventually, the effective range of the Lions would have 
to be increased by connecting Protected Areas with 
lion-friendly corridors and establishing a second popu-
lation elsewhere in India through translocation.

© martin Harvey/ wwF-canon.
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the SnoW leoPardS of india 

Snow Leopards in India can look up to some hap-
pier times. WWF has taken up the conservation of 
the rare cat and will begin studies to understand 
it. Work has started in the landscapes of Himachal 
Pradesh and Uttarakhand and efforts are being made 
to find more about its habitat selection, food hab-
its, associated co-predators, prey species etc. And 
based on the facts available, the plan to save the 
Snow Leopard involves habitat restoration through 
controlled grazing, reduce conflict with people, mini-
mize poaching, educate people on the importance 
of conservation of Snow Leopard, create alternate 
livelihood opportunities and work on the impact of 
tourism.

© martin Harvey/ wwF-canon.

neW locationS under tiger 
conServation Programme

WWF has started activities in various locations across 
the country and is working with the local communities 
to save the big cat in the wild. This project is being 
funded by WWF Sweden and it hopes to bring back the 
Indian Tiger from the brink of extinction.

© martin Harvey/wwF-canon
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WWF expands its 
work in Masinagudi

announcement of Segur Plateau 
becoming a tiger reServe attractS 
local PeoPle’S Wrath.

Masinagudi village, on the outskirts of the Mudumalai 
Wildlife Sanctuary, was aloud with sounds of protests 
with the announcement of the formation of Tiger 
Reserve spread all over the Segur plateau (which 
includes Masinagudi, Mudumalai WLS and Singara) 
and the Nilgiris Eastern Slopes (as the buffer zone of 
Mudumalai WLS). The locals there believed that this 
move spelled doom for them as they would now be 
forced out of their land. 

Dreading this, on the 12th May ’08, the villagers 
staged a one day protest in Masinagudi. The markets 
closed down and around 150 people went around 
the village and met the Singara Range Officer and 
presented a petition to him. Anxious, they even held 
WWF and BHNS responsible for working against them 
and demanded their removal from the area.

However, later around 10 people from the village 

visited the WWF office to discuss the location of the 
corridors required for elephant movement. WWF’s of-
ficials, using Google maps, showed that the required 
areas did not have any human population. The fact 
that none of these activities will impact poor marginal 
farmers made the villagers believe that it was only 
in their interest and would help to reduce Human-
Elephant conflict.

In this volatile situation, WWF has been trying to 
spread the message that they will work towards a 
better life, both for the people and the wildlife in the 
area. WWF is working for communities in several vil-
lages. Recently WWF swung into action when a bus 
carrying people rolled down the Ghat Road killing 12 
and injuring many. People were rescued and trans-
ferred to the hospital by the organized efforts of the 
jeep drivers of Masinagudi.  

Home to almost half of India’s elephants and quarter 
of the world’s, Nilgiris Eatern Ghats landscape is cru-
cial in order to save the endangered Asian Elephant. 
However, today it is threatened by tourism, presence 
of cattle, impact of people on the forests and Man-
Animal conflict, including the Segur plateau, where 
WWF has started work.

© A. christy williams
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Conflicting       tragic StorieS 
of loSS of life.stories

man-eater leoPard killed by 
villagerS in north kheri diviSion
Villagers of Lakhimpur Kheri district took matters in 
their own hands and killed a man-eater leopard in 
Belahar village under the North Kheri Forest Division. 
The leopard had killed five people, including children, in 
addition to the livestock.
On 2nd April ‘08, after a 65-year-old woman became its 
victim; the forest officials and the WWF team reached 
the spot and started the process to capture the ani-
mal (Though WWF is not working in this area, but as 
everywhere else, WWF provides support to the Forest 
Department in any emergency). However, the agitated 
villagers threatened the team with dire consequences 
and the team had to leave, along with the officials. On 
6th April, the leopard attacked another person and all 
efforts to tranquilize the animal failed due to the agil-
ity of the animal and mosaic of scrubland, grassland, 
wetland habitats. After a short-lived lull, the leopard 
was back in the news on 8th April. It had been spot-
ted in the evening and this time it had managed to run 
towards a village and hid inside a house and once again 
it could not be tranquilized due to the presence of the 
villagers, who interfered in this delicate process. The 
heartrending story came to an end when the villagers 
set the house on fire and killed the leopard with sticks 
and spears. If the officials and the WWF team had been 
given a fair chance, the leopard could have been saved, 
like the one captured from Nausar Gumtiya village 
adjoining Katerniaghat WLS earlier, on the 9th May ’08, 
and transferred to the Lucknow zoo. 
The positive outcome of the sad end of the leopard 
is that the forest division has been provided with the 
tranquilizing equipments and lighter cages to capture 

© Fritz PolKInG, wwF-canon

leoPard reScued from Well dieS 
of Pneumonia

A five-year-old male leopard fell into a well in 
the Pratapur region in the month of February. 
The Forest Department after trying for 10 hours 
rescued the leopard. But, on 14th February the 
leopard succumbed to pneumonia. The autopsy 
report confirmed this. According to the officials, 
the leopard died because he remained in the cold 
water of the well for over 10 hours.
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rhino from nePal killS one 
PerSon in india          
 
On 19th March ’08, a rhino killed a villager of 
Tatargunj village, Sampurna Nagar Range of North 
Kheri Division. To avert a confrontation, compen-
sation was paid to the victim’s family. Concerned, 
Nepalese officials from the Suklaphanta Wildlife 
Sanctuary, North Kheri Forest Division and WWF 
India started monitoring the movement of the 
rhino. A trans-boundary meet was also organized 
which was attended by 35-40 officials from both 
the countries, local NGOs and by approximately 
150-200 villagers. Some precautionary measures 
were discussed and this helped to diffuse the situa-
tion. The rhino was lucky and so were the villagers, 
when he left the area and went back.   

loSt tuSker Shot dead

A tusker which had lost the track of his herd was shot 
dead in Roorkee in the month of May. 

Instead of following the traditional practice of beating 
drums, the villagers gathered in large numbers when 
the elephant entered the fields of Budehedi village, 
Haridwar . Frightened, the elephant started attacking 
people and two people lost their lives.

On the orders of the Chief Wildlife Warden, the tusker 
was shot dead by the forest guards and police per-
sonnel. They pumped the elephant’s body with bul-
lets, many of which hit his skull, leading to his death.

This is a brutal reminder of the Human-Animal con-
flict, which is responsible for many untimely deaths.

© Jeff FooTT/ wwF-cano
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The fight must go on
arreStS and SeizureS 

39 traPS Seized in corbett

The Tiger Protection Force of the Corbett Tiger 
Reserve found 39 traps in the form of nylon ropes, in 
the month of April. Necks of animals like Wild Boar, 
Cheetal, Tiger etc. get stuck in these ropes and thus 
they become victims of poachers. Efforts were also 
made to catch the poachers responsible for laying 
these traps.

Poacher of the baWariya tribe 
caught

In the month of April a poacher of the Bawariya tribe 
was caught in the core zone of the Corbett Tiger 
Reserve. Metal traps and nylon ropes used in catching 
wild animals were also recovered from him. However, 
two of his accomplices are still on the run. This inci-
dent shows that the Tigers in India are still not safe 
and more needs to be done to stop their poaching.

Poacher arreSted from the core 
zone of corbett
In the month of February, a suspect was arrested 
under the Wildlife Protection Act from the core zone 
of Corbett Tiger Reserve. He was found hiding in 
the bushes near the Fire Line. Though nothing was 
recovered from him, but he was interrogated by Park 
officials.

leoPard Skin recovered

In the month of March a farmer was arrested for pos-
sessing leopard skin. After his intense interrogation, 
two more people were arrested under the Wildlife 
Protection Act. One of the arrested men is a Nepalese 
national. The DFO of the Terai region had received 
information that the farmer in Bajpur area had leop-
ard skin in his possession. The Anti-Poaching Cell and 
other agencies followed this lead and the arrest was 
made.

© Edward Parker/ wwF-canon

© A. christy williams/ wwF- canon
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Born and brought up in Ahmedabad, Gujarat, Deep 
graduated in Zoology from St. Xavier’s College, 
Ahmedabad. Then she did her post graduation in 
Wildlife science from W.I.I., Dehradun. 

She did her master’s dissertation in Corbett National 
Park, India titled “Evaluating the effect of design and 
sampling intensity on estimating tiger population and 
density”. The work mostly involved camera trapping 
through the whole of the NP and quantification of 
prey density and vegetation. 

She is extremely interested in theoretical biology, 
animal behaviour, man – wild animal conflict issues, 
ecology and natural history of carnivores and philoso-
phy of science.

Her hobbies include learning photography, languages, 
reading and writing conservation based articles (used 
to write for the college newspaper, haven’t done it in 
a long time)

hem chandra teWari

With the keenness to work towards wildlife conserva-
tion, Hem has joined WWF’s Ramnagar office as a 
coordinator.

Hem was born in Almora and has lived most of 
his life in the Himalayas. He is a post-graduate in 
Agriculture from the Pant Nagar University.

He worked with the Forestry project of National 
Dairy Development Board (Foundation for Ecological 
Security), Pittoragarh.

He is very fond of trekking and hiking and has trav-
eled to many high altitude locations in Himachal, 
Jammu and Kashmir and Uttarakhand and has been 
fortunate to visit various parts of Tibet including 
Kailash Mansarovar.

deeP j. contractor

Deep has joined the Species Division as a Wildlife 
Biologist. 

 

© Sujoy Banerjee/wwF-India



nikita aggarWal

Nikita has joined the Species Division as a 
Communications Officer.

Born and brought up in Delhi, she loves to be around 
animals and has been working for the stray animals 
of the city.

An alumni of Delhi Public School, she graduated in 
B.Sc. (Gen) from Gargi College, Delhi University. She 
did her masters in Advertising and Marketing.

Later she went on to do a course in Copywriting and  
joined the advertising industry as a Creative Writer.

Her hobbies include reading, writing, traveling and 
working for animals. She wants to become a good 
wildlife photographer one day and is still waiting to 
be to an assignment where she can play with an 
elephant calf.
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Compiled, Edited and Designed by Nikita Aggarwal, Species Communications Officer, Species Conservation Division, WWF-India
Contact: naggarwal@wwfindia.net , Tel: +91-11-41504783 Fax: +91-11-41504782

For more information about our projects, please visit www.wwfindia.org
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